
Background

• LAKE is about specifying a lightweight 
authenticated key exchange protocol for 
OSCORE (RFC 8613)

• The requirements for the lightweight 
AKE are based on the conditions for 
deploying OSCORE in constrained 
environments (RFC 7228)

• This is not a new subject in the IETF
• On the agenda for ACE WG F2F meetings 

at IETF 96–99, 101–103
• Extensively discussed in SecDispatch 

2019, dedicated virtual interim March 5
• BoF@IETF105
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CBOR Certificate Algorithm for TLS Certificate Compression
draft-mattsson-tls-cbor-cert-compress-00

— X.509 certificates take up a large part of the total number
of bytes in TLS 1.3 handshakes. Especially in cTLS.

— Draft registers a code point to use the algorithm ’CBOR 
Compression’ in draft-ietf-tls-certificate-compression.

— Uses draft-raza-ace-cbor-certificates to compress
certificates by encoding them from DER to CBOR.

— The aim is to be compatible with all RFC 7925 profiled 
certificates.

— General purpose compression algorithms (without dictionary) 
is not able to compress RFC 7925 X.509 certs much at all. 

— COSE WG is re-chartering, current plan is to work on CBOR 
compression of RFC 7925 (and maybe IEEE 802.11AR)

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-raza-ace-cbor-certificates-04


CBOR Compressed RFC 7925 X.509 certificates
draft-raza-ace-cbor-certificates-04

RFC 7925 X.509 zlib CBOR Compression

Certificate Size 314 bytes 295 bytes 136 bytes

CBOR compression brings:

1) Compactness

2) Compatibility with and migration 
path from X.509

3) Smaller footprint than general 
compression algorithms.

4) Re-use of CBOR already used by 
COSE, but support for ASN.1 DER is 
still needed.  

9% ….

57% !



Example CBOR Compression 
of RFC 7925 X.509



Discussion

• Is CBOR compression interesting for TLS 1.3 / cTLS?

• OK to make TLS IANA registration in COSE WG?

• Should draft-tschofenig-uta-tls13-profile mandate a 
X.509 profile?

• Should the RFC 7925 certificate profile be updated in 
any way and in that case where? E.g.

• An ASN.1 schema would be extremely beneficial.

• Is the encoding of EUI-64 as a X.509 text string specified 
somewhere?

• Is ‘pathLenConstraint’ mandatory to support? In that 
case, are there any minimum length that is mandatory to 
support?

• For ‘BasicConstraints’, the only valid options are "Present 
and true", and "Absent and therefore false". For the bool 
‘critical’ in ‘expansions’, both "Present and false" and 
"Absent and therefore false" seems to be valid. Is this 
intentional?


